Lucca Countryside - CASA LAURA Sleeps 10
A very private and beautifully restored
country home on top of a hill with
panoramic views of the countryside. On a
clear day you can see Florence and the
island of Elba.
Located 10km west of the medieval walled
city of Lucca, the villa offers five airconditioned bedrooms each with its own
bathroom. A pool is located in a sunny
position. Soak up the almost 360° views
of the property’s olive trees, vineyards,
typical Tuscan rolling hills, the valley and
villages below, as well as the sea in the
distance.
Loads of living spaces and excellent
bedrooms and bathrooms. The property is
air conditioned and has SAT TV.
Ground Floor: Enter into the main living
area with comfortable sofas and a lovely
antique fireplace. A wonderful dining
room easily seats 10 and opens onto a
pergola with outdoor furniture. A very
well equipped kitchen with direct access to
another pergola - the part of the house
where guests mostly stay. A full bathroom
is also situated in this floor.
First Floor: There are 5 bedrooms, 3 twin
and 2 doubles each with full individual
bathrooms. The bedrooms are spacious
with excellent storage and new beds
throughout. All five of the bathrooms in
the villa are spacious and outfitted with
new fixtures, including unique sinks and
beautiful tile work.
The outside spaces of the villa have
breathtaking views and are peaceful and
tranquil. There are hammocks, numerous
lounge chairs and a beautiful teak dining
table and chairs under a wisteria covered
pergola off the kitchen.
Ideal for taking walks in the forest.

Casa Laura is a private, exclusive retreat.
A private driver and chef can also be
arranged on request.

Price in Australian Dollars per week Saturday
to Saturday
From $8750.00 to $9750.00 per week
Please note that extra charges may apply for
linen, electricity, gas, water, final cleaning and
heating.

Please note: Due to currency fluctuations,
prices on the website are a guide only.

For more information or
bookings, please contact:
Lyn Aitken
Tuscany Accommodation
Office Address:
Level 1, 12 Waters Road
Neutral Bay NSW 2089 Australia
Postal Address:
PO Box 383
Neutral Bay NSW 2089 Australia
Phone: 02 9960 7875
Fax: 02 8969 8650
E-mail: lyn@gotuscany.com.au
Website: http://www.gotuscany.com.au

